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SPECTACULAR NEW TRAILER FOR ADR1FT CALLS RELEASE DATE AND CRITICAL ACCLAIM

One of the Most Anticipated Titles for Oculus Rift and Virtual Reality Readies for Release Ahead of its March 28 Release Date

Three One Zero and 505 Games proudly announce the debut of an exciting new trailer for the highly-anticipated first person experience (FPX) astronaut game ADR1FT.

Titled “Clair de Lune,” after the famous classic composition by Debussy, the trailer showcases new and stunning zero gravity gameplay footage. In addition to new gameplay, the “Clair De Lune” celebrates a host of accolades from a cross-section of media, ranging from The Los Angeles Times to CNET to Game Informer who declared the ADR1FT release as “Unlike Any Game Experience I’ve Ever Had.”

ADR1FT is an immersive First Person Experience (FPX) that tells the story of an astronaut in peril. Floating silently amongst the wreckage of a destroyed space station with no memory and a severely damaged EVA suit slowly leaking oxygen, the only survivor struggles to determine the cause of the catastrophic event that took the lives of everyone on board. The player fights to stay alive by exploring the wreckage for precious resources, and overcomes the challenges of an unforgiving environment to repair the damaged EEV and safely return home.

To view the new trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b98j9w7Pet4

ADR1FT will be available via digital download beginning MARCH 28, 2016 on Oculus Rift and PC (STEAM). Additional information on next generation consoles will be announced soon.

For more information on the exciting ADR1FT release, head to www.ADR1FT.com
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